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ABSTRACT 

 The Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army (ZANLA) was the armed wing of 

the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU), one of the two liberation movements that 

spearheaded the struggle for Zimbabwean independence. The ZANLA forces that were 

deployed into colonial Rhodesia to wage the war for African freedom embraced guerrilla 

warfare in their contest against the colonial army. The cardinal objective of ZANLA forces in 

choosing this style of warfare was obviously to come out victorious against the better armed 

conventional forces of the Rhodesian settler state. The adoption of guerrilla warfare was also 

dictated by the need for the continued existence of the freedom fighters, a prerequisite for 

achievement of the desired goal. This study examines aspects of guerrilla warfare that 

guaranteed survival and victory for the liberation fighters in the war against the Rhodesian 

colonial forces. These aspects included the collaboration between the ZANLA fighters and 

the African population in the rural areas, the war's theatre of operation, as well as the 

guerrilla military operations.  

 

KEYWORDS: Zimbabwe's War of Liberation, ZANLA Guerrilla Fighters, Guerrilla 

Warfare, Povho, Vanamujibha, Vanachimbwido, Vatengesi, Military Intelligence. 

        

INTRODUCTION 

More than three decades have elapsed since Zimbabwe's war of liberation ended but it has 

continued to attract debate, comments and documentation. Newspaper articles and scholarly 

narratives of the liberation war continue to be produced and keep on appearing. It is critical to 

note that some of the resultant accounts are distortions of what really took place during this 

important occurrence. This makes it imperative to keep accurate records of the narratives of 

the different aspects of this significant heritage and episode in the history of Zimbabwe. This 

article seeks to examine how the liberation fighters ‘negotiated' their survival' in the face of 

attacks by the Rhodesian government forces. It argues that it was the co-operation between 

the liberation fighters and the rural populace in the war zones, as well as guerrilla military 

operations that guaranteed survival of the freedom fighters. It was this survival which was a 
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prerequisite for victory of the anti-colonial forces against the colonial army. It is also the 

contention of this article that these two aspects constitute the cardinal ‘arsenal' of guerrilla 

warfare strategy. This paper discusses and shows how the two aspects were the sine qua non 

for survival and ultimate victory for the Zimbabwean liberation fighters. 

Collaboration between the liberation fighters and their hosts, the rural peasants  

The issue of guerrilla-peasant relations has been a common subject of both academic and 

non-academic narratives of Zimbabwe's war of liberation. The reason perhaps lies in that the 

cooperation of the two groups was not only efficacious in guaranteeing continued existence 

of the nationalist guerrilla fighters but was also a 'beauty' in elaboration and sophistication. 

Whilst the various accounts on the collaboration of the anti-colonial forces do agree about its 

existence, they have however expressed diverse views in their explanations of how it was 

achieved. Ranger (1985) and Lan (1985) have argued that the liberation fighters and the rural 

populace in the war zones shared a common ideology. They both desired to overthrow the 

Rhodesian colonial government. However, studies by Kriger (1992) and Maxwell (1993) 

have rejected the notion that the liberation fighters and the villagers shared a common 

ideology. They have emphasised that the two groups had separate agendas. Another 

assemblage of documentation which is mostly sub-scholarly and has been produced by 

largely war ex-servicemen of the Rhodesian colonial army, has ascribed  violence and 

coercion as instruments used by the Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army (ZANLA) 

to enlist this co-operation, Binda (2007), Cocks (1997), Cole (1984), Flower (1987), Lotter 

(1984), Parker (2006), Reid-Daly (1999. On the other hand, the author (2011) has argued that 

the guerrilla-peasant unity was born out of unanimity about a common enemy in the form of 

the Rhodesian colonial government. The ZANLA forces and the rural people who were 

referred to as povho during the war worked together in the struggle to oust the colonial system.  

Whilst Ranger and Lan have acknowledged the unanimity of the nationalist guerrilla fighters 

and the peasants to oust colonialism, they underplayed the importance of the political 

awakening of the latter by the former. Their argument was that it was spirit mediums in the 

rural set-up who negotiated for this unity. The weaknesses of Ranger and Lan's theses lie in 

their exaggeration of the role of the spirit mediums during the liberation war. Contrary to 

their view, the freedom fighters got their legitimacy from the just cause they were pursuing 

rather than through the mediation of the spirit mediums. The impression that the liberation 

fighters were foreigners within the rural communities in which they waged the war is 

erroneous. They were part and parcel of these communities from which they had emerged. 

Kriger concluded that the liberation fighters used violence as the instrument to bring the rural 
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population on side. She arrived at this conclusion after drawing evidence from the oral 

testimonies of peasants who occupied positions in guerrilla support organisations. The oral 

accounts indicated that most of the respondents were reluctant to fill these positions. It was 

this reluctance that Kriger viewed as lack of support for the war by the peasants. The rural 

peasants may have been hesitant to hold positions in the wartime organisations but they 

supported the war of independence. Drawing from testimonies of villagers who participated 

in the war, the author (2011) shows that peasants were only reluctant to be executive 

members of these wartime support organisations but they supported the war. The explanation 

for this reluctance was that holding of positions made the peasants more vulnerable to 

Rhodesian reprisals.  

Narratives by the former Rhodesian soldiers have fed on Rhodesian colonial government 

propaganda which has asserted that the liberation fighters were terrorists. There has not been 

any concrete evidence to support this assertion. Atrocities that were committed on the rural 

people and blamed on the freedom fighters were in most cases perpetrated by units of the 

Rhodesian army such as the Rhodesian Selous Scouts. The Rhodesian Selous Scouts 

masqueraded as liberation fighters and committed these terrorist activities in the guise of 

nationalist guerrilla fighters. The profit for the ZANLA forces in forming a united front with 

the povho was that they got logistical support in the form of food, clothing and information 

about the Rhodesian security forces. It was the availability of the logistical support that saw 

the liberation fighters survive in the face of adversity. The rural people came together to 

provide food to the guerrilla fighters. The food was willingly given with the full knowledge 

that the fighters were vana (children) who required such support and sympathy from the 

villagers. Clothing, that commonly included jackets, jean trousers, shirts, hats, pairs of shoes 

especially super-pro tennis shoes were bought by the rural people for the freedom fighters. 

What the guerrilla fighters valued most from the villagers was military intelligence. In fact 

what they desired was advantage over the colonial forces in acquisition of decisive 

intelligence. With near-perfect intelligence the revolutionary fighters were able to introduce 

the element of surprise, set ambushes, choose the place of fighting, and avoid all evenly-

matched or unfavourable engagements in the war against the colonial forces, Johnson (1968).   

The teaming up of the liberation fighters and the povho/ masses in the war of decolonisation 

was a product of their political unanimity. It should however be noted that it was through the 

continuous process of political mobilisation of the latter by the former at pungwe (night 

gatherings) that this unity was engendered, oiled and propelled, author (2011). During the 
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political mobilisation sessions the guerrilla fighters reminded the masses of the evils of 

colonialism in the form of oppression and denial of political space. It was by this process of 

political mass mobilisation that the liberation fighters were able to build a united front with 

the peasants. This wartime merger thus provided a political platform on which guerrilla 

military operations were successfully conducted and sustained.  

The unity between the liberation fighters and the masses was manifested in the different roles 

that the different sections of the rural populace assumed. Adult members of the rural 

communities, who were referred to as vabereki (parents) by the liberation forces, were 

significant players during the war of liberation. Like everyone else they were part of the 

intelligence collecting network. They made available to the freedom fighters information on 

the strength and movements of the Rhodesian security forces. Vabereki provided food and 

clothing to the liberation fighters. These provisions were made through support organisations 

which coordinated the logistical activities. Among the adult members of the population were 

professional and business people. These had the financial capacity to provide money which 

was used to buy clothing in large quantities and food for the liberation fighters. Adult women 

(vanamai) were responsible for cooking food for the freedom fighters when they were in the 

local bhesi (site were pungwe sessions were held). They also provided blankets to the 

guerrilla fighters when they had to put up in the local bhesi. 

Teenage boys who were known as vanamujibha were the main actors in the provision of 

intelligence to the liberation fighters. They assisted the guerrillas as couriers of messages 

between various guerrilla groups and also between the fighters and the peasants. They also 

sometimes provided a hand to the freedom fighters in some military campaigns. It was 

commonplace for vanamujibha to conduct sabotage operations together with the liberation 

fighters or on their own. In an interview an ex-mujibha, Jerimani, recounted the several times 

vanamujibha conducted sabotage operations such as castle rustling from white-owned farms, 

burning of farm products and destruction of roads and rail tracks. The teenage boys willingly 

performed these activities as testified by oral accounts of the war by men who played the role 

of vanamujibha during the war. Here and there, the teenage boys sometimes became too 

enthusiastic in playing their role that they harassed innocent villagers who they blamed for 

being traitors. However, the liberation fighters always tried to guard against this behaviour 

because this could cause them to lose support of the rural populace. 

Teenage girls, whose wartime parlance was vanachimbwido, also served as intelligence 

gatherers for the liberation fighters. They were responsible for washing and mending the 
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guerrilla fighters' clothes. When pungwe gatherings were in sessions vanachimbwido were 

responsible for taking food from a central position to places called maposhito, positions in a 

bhesi, which guerrilla fighters usually occupied in groups of two or three. An ex-chimbwido, 

Rabecca, revealed in an interview that she willingly washed and mended the liberation 

fighters' clothes during the war in her home area in south-east Zimbabwe. It so happened that 

some of the teenage girls fell in love with the liberation fighters and became intimate. These 

situations were discouraged by the guerrilla movements because this compromised the safety 

of the fighters. If such affairs occurred and were discovered the culprits were brought to book.  

It is worthwhile to mention that observance of set rules by the liberation fighters was 

important in making the alliance between the armed fighters and the peasants a reality. These 

rules which regulated the behaviour of the guerrillas in their relationship with the rural 

populace were embodied in the 'Three Rules of Discipline' and 'The Eight Points for Attention'.   

Among the rural populace, there were some people who reported guerrilla activities to the 

Rhodesian security forces and thus worked against the cause of freedom. These were known 

by the term vatengesi (sell-outs or traitors). Warnings were issued by the guerrilla fighters 

against members of the rural population who engaged in informing the ‘enemy' about their 

activities. Guerrilla punishment against vatengesi ranged from thorough beatings to 

executions depending on the degree of the wrongdoing.   

The assumption of the various wartime roles by the different sections of the rural populace 

became an index of the united front which they constituted with the liberation fighters in 

waging the war of liberation. It was the operative activities of this united front that made the 

liberation war possible and successful. The efficacy of political mobilisation conducted by 

the liberation forces found expression in concerted action which also made guerrilla military 

operations against the Rhodesian security forces successful. It is important to point out that 

the assumption of these different roles by the various segments of the rural populace meant 

that heroes were not only found among the armed liberation fighters but also among the non-

combatants. The next section examines ZANLA's military campaigns. 

Guerrilla military campaigns 

The adoption of guerrilla military operations against the colonial army was born out of the 

need to turn military deficiencies into advantages. Throughout the war the guerrilla fighters 

avoided conventional confrontation and pitched battles. They adopted what are commonly 

referred to as guerrilla military operations. The Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army 

(ZANLA), the armed wing of the Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) adopted 

guerrilla military strategies in executing the war of liberation.  The survival of the liberation 
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forces and the annihilation of the Rhodesian military forces featured strongly as the aims of 

the ZANLA guerrillas. The military operations that the guerrilla fighters carried out fell into 

one of the following categories: ambushes, surprise attacks, sabotage and mine warfare. All 

these types of operations were characterised by speed, element of surprise and short duration. 

The short duration involvement of the liberation forces in their military engagements against 

the colonial army was meant at preservation of the guerrilla army. Prolonged engagement 

would expose the liberation forces to the military prowess of the enemy. They quickly 

retreated before the became vulnerable and also before the Rhodesian army forces were  

augmented by reinforcements.  

Ambushes and surprise attacks 

Ambushes were by far the most common type of military campaign launched by especially 

the ZANLA guerrilla fighters against the Rhodesian security forces. The short duration 

ambush attacks directed against the enemy forces were conducted when the latter forces 

invaded the rural areas on foot, riding horses or in army vehicles. The evidence of the 

effectiveness of these guerrilla ambushes was the response of the Rhodesian army in adopting 

new tactics as the war progressed. The colonial army then moved in large convoys, fired 

randomly when they passed through areas with cover, used planes to escort convoys and 

made sure small numbers of soldiers were carried by the large army trucks. Whenever the 

liberation fighters launched operations against Rhodesian soldiers at military posts on white 

farms, at police stations or military camps they employed surprise attacks. These surprise 

attacks ensured guerrilla success against the Rhodesian security forces. However, they were 

sometimes complicated by the fact that Rhodesian security forces detained members of the 

rural population as shield. In these circumstances the guerrilla fighters held back from 

launching surprise attacks fearing to include civilians in the line of fire.  

Mine warfare and Sabotage operations 

It was commonplace that guerrilla type operations were combined at times. For example the 

liberation fighters dovetailed ambushes with mine warfare. Land mines were sometimes 

planted on dirt roads used by army vehicles in close proximity to places where the liberation 

fighters intended to ambush the Rhodesian security forces. During the war many army trucks 

carrying Rhodesian soldiers detonated these guerrilla-planted land mines causing extensive 

damage to the vehicles and injury and death to the Rhodesian army forces. Sometimes, 

civilians fell victim to these land mines when their vehicles detonated them. The liberation 

fighters, however, made attempts to advise civilians from using roads on which they would 
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have planted land mines but sometimes this turned on deaf ears. The Rhodesian security 

forces were forced to avoid using vehicles to get into the rural areas for fear of these land 

mines. After all most of the rural roads were gravel since the colonial government had not 

bothered to tar them.  

Land mines were also employed by the liberation fighters in sabotage operations. Railway 

lines and bridges were destroyed using land mines. The guerrillas conducted these sabotage 

campaigns largely with the aim of strangling the economy of the Rhodesian regime.  

Sabotage operations that included damaging rail roads, bridges and tarred roads also had the 

effect of keeping the Rhodesian security forces out of the battle zones. This made the rural 

areas safe zones thus guaranteeing continued existence to the liberation fighters. This 

prolonged life enabled them to prosecute the war of decolonisation to its logical conclusion. 

Rhodesian army trucks could not use damaged tarred roads. Sabotage operations were also 

targeted at economic infrastructure with the objective of emasculating the Rhodesian regime's 

economic capability to wage war. 

 

Conclusion 

The long life and survival of the ZANLA forces were imperative ‘ingredients' for the 

protracted nature of the Zimbabwean war of decolonisation. This survival derived from the 

support and active participation in the war of the civilian population. The political motivation 

to support the liberation war by the peasants was a product of mass mobilisation conducted 

by the ZANLA forces. This in turn resulted in the voluntary provision of food and clothing to 

the fighting freedom cadres by the rural population. Furthermore, a positive consequence of 

the amicable relationship between the two groups who constituted the anti-colonial forces 

was acquisition of useful intelligence by the liberation fighters. Critically, the availability of 

information about the Rhodesian military enabled the liberation fighters to launch successful 

guerrilla military operations against the colonial army. It should however be noted that the 

ZANLA forces encountered both political and military challenges as they executed the 

liberation war.     
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